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Abstract 
 

A simple, single tube, two step and rapid method of gene synthesis has been 
demonstrated in this paper. Our method, overlap forward primer walk-
Polymerase chain reaction (OFPW-PCR), has several advantages over the 
other published methods. It uses a single common reverse primer (length 
ranges from 36-115mer and 9-49base complementary with forward primer) 
and a series of overlapping forward primers with 7-12base overlapping 
regions. Once common reverse primer is selected the two step synthesis is 
followed, in the first instance the basic template (of different length 36-115 
base) was constructed by following unique PCR conditions for ten cycles only, 
followed by a second step of normal PCR by addition of series of forward 
overlapping primers. In this method of gene synthesis primers used were 
corresponds to single strand of the gene. Therefore, this method is very useful 
for gene synthesis. We illustrate the usefulness of the method by synthesizing 
four different genes. 

 
Keywords: Gene synthesis, splice overlap extension, overlap forward 
polymerase chain reaction. 

   
 
Introduction      
High throughput genome sequencing projects have resulted in the availability of 
thousands of protein sequences for study. Through theoretical comparative analysis, 
the structures and functions of many of these proteins have been determined, albeit 
not completely [1]. However, in many cases basic wet lab work is required  such as 
cloning, over-expression and purification of target proteins [2,3]. Using naturally 
occurring gene sequences might be quick; however, such sequences are sometimes 
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suboptimal for straightforward cloning and over-expression in heterologous host 
expression systems. Moreover, the template required for PCR amplifications is not 
always readily available. In such instances, an easy way to solve these problems is 
gene synthesis.                                         
 PCR based gene synthesis has become an invaluable tool in genetic engineering 
and is routinely used due to its simplicity, cost effectiveness, and accuracy. A variety 
of methods have been described for the synthesis of specific eukaryotic and 
prokaryotic genes [4 -7].  One popularly adopted method for gene synthesis is splice 
overlap extension PCR as originally described by Stemmer et al and Bingxue et al (7-
8). One drawback however is the fact that these approaches require many PCR 
amplification cycles, standardizations of the overlap extension reactions and 
purification of intermediate PCR products. Therefore, a simpler, reproducible, 
efficient, and economical gene synthesis method would still be of value.                
 In an attempt to develop such a method, we have established a one tube forward 
overlap-primer-walk PCR (OFPW-PCR) (Fig.1), based on our earlier overlap primer 
walk mutagenesis method. [9]. This method consists of only two steps and utilizes 
primers for single strand synthesis. OFPW-PCR does not require extensive fragment 
amplifications, purification of intermediates, splice overlap extension and 
standardizations. The method uses a single reverse primer (40pmol for whole 
synthesis) and different (10-11) overlapping forward primers (5-10pmol/10cycles) 
introduced after every ten cycles of PCR; the resulting synthesized fragment is 
optionally subjected to a final PCR with the outermost primers (Fig.1). In order to 
demonstrate the efficiency of this method, we synthesized four different open reading 
frames, encoding i.e. Mycobacterium tuberculosis α crystallin (425bp), Human 
gamma immunoglobulin heavy chain constant region (IgG-950bp), Human gamma 
immunoglobulin kappa (350bp) and lambda light chain (350bp). Material and 
Methods. 
 The first step involves construction of a basic platform template (in lengths 
ranging from 59-109 bp), followed by the actual gene synthesis through the addition 
of a series of forward overlapping primers after every ten cycles. Table 1 lists all the 
primers used (simple desalted primers); overlap regions between primers ranged in 
length between 10-40 N, and reverse primers ranging from 36-115N were used. PCR 
was carried out in a 100µl volume with 2.5U of the proofreading Pfu polymerase 
(MBI fermentas), 1xPfu reaction buffer and 200µM dNTPs. The PCR programs used 
were as follows: initial denaturation at 95˚C for 4 min; followed by 10 cycles, 
denaturation at 94˚C for 45s; slow cooling over a period of about 4 minutes to reach 
60˚C (this step is essential for the initial template formation, data not shown); 
annealing at 60˚C for 1 min; extension at 72˚C for 1 min and final extension of 72˚C 
for 8 min (Fig.1).The second step of the synthesis is followed by introduction of only 
5-10pmol (per 10cycles) of subsequent overlapping forward primer (containing 7-12 
base overlap) into the same tube, but without the addition of more reverse primer. 
Also, the slow cooling step was omitted in step 2. The possibility of PCR derived 
errors increases with increasing number of amplification cycles in the reaction. 
However, we routinely obtained large amounts of final PCR product, suggesting that 
it may be possible to reduce the number of cycles while still obtaining acceptable 
product yields. Finally, an aliquot of the sample was optionally subjected to ten cycles 
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of PCR using only 10pmol each of the outermost primers, forward Nco1 and reverse 
Xho1, and the resulting fragment was purified by gel extraction using the Qiagen gel 
extraction kit.  
 In order to follow the gene synthesis, 10µl of the reaction mix was subjected to 
agarose gel electrophoresis after every ten cycles of PCR with different overlapping 
forward primers.  A gradual increase in the size of the PCR products was observed, 
indicating successful synthesis by using three different length of basic platform 
template ranging from 36-115bases (Fig.2A, B and C).  
 
 
Results and discussion 
The resulting synthesized DNA fragments (some of them) were subsequently 
sequenced (both the directions) and (some) sub-cloned into pBluescript. Out of ten 
clones analyzed, eight contained the desired insert and four clones were further 
subjected to DNA sequencing. These results indicated that the different genes were 
efficiently synthesized, but many of them contained only two mutations each (each 
ORF contained two mutations) (in the regions of OPW8 primer and Rev 56 primer, 
table 1). This may be due to their GC rich nature with high loop Tm. The other 
possible reason may be because of very less overlapping (seven bases) region and 
repetitive threonine region (where TTC has been changed to TTA in Rev 51 primer 
and, CGC has been changed to CGA in OPW8 primer). We understand with our 
earlier experience that, the use of primers with high loop Tm leads to rapid decrease in 
the amplification, resulting in undetectable amounts of DNA in the first few cycles of 
PCR. But In this method, it has been observed in most of the cases, where we 
routinely used primers approximately 40nt in length that have an average GC content 
of 58% and high loop Tm, we were still be able to observe amplification (Fig.2A, lane 
3-10),with negligible mutations. Finally, we conclude that the occurrence of very high 
loop Tm and high GC content in the primers, does not impair the amplification but 
may create mutations. Most of the mutations observed were at N3 positions and, were 
observed in the sense strand only (in the PCR product sequencing), so these are 
considered to be primer based mutations. We also observed 2-3 mutations in the anti-
sense strand, the same were not found in the sense strand (we considered and counted 
the mutations which are observed in both the strands). These mutations were observed 
to be found only in the loop region/ strong secondary structure region indicating that 
the presence of very high loop Tm means instability of the primer leading to the 
creation of mutations and decreasing the efficiency of amplification. In OFPW-PCR 
based gene synthesis method we expected that the (antisense strand of the) 
synthesized fragments will not have any mutations because only the sense strand is 
being synthesized by incorporation of short overlapping forward primers. 
 Under our optimized conditions, only a single point mutation and a single silent 
mutation were observed in the GC rich region and high loop Tm region, probably they 
are existing in the primers used in the synthesis. 
 Hoover and Lubkowski [10] designed their oligos for gene synthesis by taking 
factors such as GC content and Tm into consideration. In our present study however, 
we made no special attempts to optimize the forward overlapping or long reverse 
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primers. In general, the required gene sequences were divided into 38-40mers with 7-
12 bases of overlap among the forward primers, and 10-41 bases of complementary 
among the reverse primers; a compromise annealing temperature of 60˚C was chosen 
that turned out to be suitable for all amplification reactions. Finally, primers were 
subjected to oligo version 2.0 to find direct and inverted repeats, stability, and 
compatibility. 
 Based on their purpose, we planned for two different kinds of (simple desalted and 
long)oligo’s such as oligo’s for initial basic template synthesis by unique PCR 
(conditions, longer the primer longer will be the initial basic template making easy for 
subsequent steps, shorter oligo’s are not suitable for the initial basic template 
synthesis) and forward overlapping primers of 36-38mer only(short). The use of large 
oligos (reverse primers ranging 57-115mer)(table 1) [15] during the initial stages (in 
unique PCR conditions) has certain advantages; gene design is simplified, longer the 
oligo longer will be the basic template formed and will be easier for the subsequent 
steps, and a small number of oligos can be used in a single reaction (in the later stages 
of OFPW-PCR), reducing the number of oligo ends and potentially reducing the 
frequency of PCR derived errors. The 40pmol of singly added large oligos were used 
for whole synthesis, which initially plays the main role in making a basic platform 
template. Later, the same functions as reverse primer (Table1). The forward 
overlapping oligos used (in subsequent PCR) in this study were relatively short 
(Forward overlapping 38-40base, except a single primer)(table 1) compared with 
some other reported PCR–based gene synthesis methods, where oligos larger than 80 
nucleotides were used [11, 12 and 15]. We preferred to use shorter forward 
overlapping oligos in the subsequent PCR (in the step 2) specifically, because they 
have the important advantage of being less likely to form secondary structures in 
solution and are less likely to contain errors introduced during synthesis. The short 
oligos can also be used for sequencing purposes and also as flanking primers for 
cloning and easy amplification. 
 The complete OFPW–PCR based gene synthesis process allowed the generation 
of the final synthetic product in 4-24 h only (Fig.2A, B and C). Including the 
subsequent steps of DNA sequencing and sub-cloning, constructs geared for 
expression in Escherichia coli were successfully completed within 4-5days. Our 
preliminary expression results are extremely encouraging; Mtb α-crystallin and other 
genes have been successfully over-expressed in Escherichia coli (not shown). The 
significant amount of protein produced will readily allow enzymological and 
structural studies. The total cost of the oligo’s used here, at 0.3 USD per nucleotide, 
makes our procedure relatively inexpensive compared to commercial gene synthesis 
and pre-existing gene synthesis methods. In summary, there are several clear 
advantages to our method (i) it is a simple one tube procedure (ii) it is cost effective 
because minimal number of oligos are required. It bypasses splice overlap extension 
and purification of intermediate fragments (iii) method can also be used for PCR 
amplification in absence of template (iv) A single downstream primer is sufficient. 
The simplicity of our OFPW-PCR based gene synthesis method makes it a good 
candidate for routine complete synthesis of eukaryotic and prokaryotic genes of 
interest prior to attempting their expression in i.e. Escherichia coli systems.  
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Table 1: Overlappping Primers used for gene synthesis in OFPW-PCR for synthesis 
of α-Crystalline.  

 

 
 
 
 Blue and bold sequences represent overlapping regions between the primers. 
Smiley represents minimal overlapping region of 7 bases only. Dotted connecting line 
links between overlapping regions of one primer to the other. Underlined, bold and 
blue primer represents 115mer reverse primer (311-420 bases) for platform PCR1 
with 361-400Forward. Pink colored F361-400 and 391-420 primers for platform 
PCR2 with 36mer reverse primer. Red colored and bold primer (370-420) and 360-
400 forward were used for PCR 3.  The bold underlined C in Rev 57mer primer 
represents the silent mutation from TTA to TTC. The bold underlined A in OPW8 
primer represents silent mutation of CGC mutated to CGA .Italicized region in Rev36, 
Rev57, 115 and OPW11 represents the Xho1, Nco1 restriction enzyme site. 
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the OFPW-PCR method. 
 
 
 Schematic representation of the different steps of the OFPW-PCR based synthesis 
of α-crystallin gene as mentioned in material methods, in brief, step 1 is synthesis of 
basic platform template by addition of complementary forward primers and reverse 
primers and followed by a unique PCR reaction for ten cycles only. In the subsequent 
step the overlapping forward primers will be introduced into the reaction, after every 
ten cycles of PCR .The same process is followed till the completion of gene synthesis. 
 

 
 

Figure 2A: Agarose gel electrophoresis. 
 
 
 Normal PCR was followed to synthesize Mtb α-crystallin gene, after unique PCR 
using singly (40pmol) added 36mer reverse primer, (Blue color) and primer A (Blue, 
bold and pink color), for 10 cycles only. The resulted PCR product was used as a 
template (59mer) for further amplifications, (10pmol/10cycles) with singly added 
reverse primer and overlapping primer .After completion of every 10 cycles, aliquots 
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of the PCR products were withdrawn and separated on an agarose gel. Lane M, 
Molecular weight marker; Lane 1, PCR product of first 10 cycles [Rev 36 mer (391-
420) reverse and OPW1 primer], Lane 2, PCR product of next 10 cycles (OPW2 
primer and 36mer reverse primers), Lane 3, PCR product of next 10 cycles (OPW3 
primer and 36mer reverse primer), Lane 4, PCR product of next 10 cycles (OPW4-
36mer reverse), Lane 5, PCR products of next 10 cycles (OPW5-36mer reverse),Lane 
6, PCR products of next 10 cycles(OPW6-36mer reverse),Lane 7, PCR products of 
next 10 cycles(OPW7-36mer reverse),Lane 8, PCR products of next 10cycles(OPW8-
36mer reverse),Lane 9, PCR products of next 10cycles(OPW8-36mer reverse),Lane 
10, PCR products of next 10 cycles (OPW9-36mer reverse),Lane 11, PCR products of 
next 10 cycles (OPW10-36mer reverse).      

 

 
 

Figure 2B: Agarose gel electrophoresis. 
 
 
 Normal PCR was followed to synthesize Mtb α-crystallin gene, after unique PCR 
using singly (40pmol) added 57mer reverse primer, (blue color) and primer A (blue, 
bold and pink color), for 10 cycles only. The resulted PCR product was used as a 
template (59mer) for further amplifications, (10pmol/10cycles) with singly added 
reverse primer and overlapping forward primer. After completion of every 10 cycles, 
aliquots of the PCR products were withdrawn and separated on an agarose gel. 
 Lane M, Molecular weight marker; Lane 1, PCR product of first 10 cycles [57 
mer(370-420) reverse and 361-400For primer], Lane 2, PCR product of next 10 cycles 
(340-378 For and 57 mer reverse primers), Lane 3, PCR product of next 10 cycles 
(321-348For and 57mer reverse primer), Lane 4, PCR product of next 10 cycles 
(OPW1-57mer reverse), Lane 5, PCR products of next 10 cycles (OPW2-57mer 
reverse),Lane6, PCR products of next 10 cycles(OPW3-57mer reverse),Lane 7, PCR 
products of next 10 cycles(OPW4-57mer reverse),Lane 8, PCR products of next 
10cycles(OPW5-57mer reverse),Lane 9, PCR products of next 10cycles(OPW6-
57mer reverse),Lane 10, PCR products of next 10 cycles (OPW7-57mer reverse),Lane 
11, PCR products of next 10 cycles (OPW8-57mer reverse),Lane 12, PCR products of 
next 10 cycles (OPW9-57mer reverse), Lane 13, PCR products of next 10 cycles 
(OPW10-57mer reverse),Lane 14, PCR products of next 10 cycles(OPW11-57mer 
reverse),Lane M, Marker . 
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Figure 2C: Agarose gel Electrophoresis. 
 
 
 Normal PCR was followed, to synthesize Mtb α-crystallin gene, after unique PCR  
using singly (40pmol) added 115mer reverse primer, (blue, bold and underlined) and 
primer A (Blue, bold and pink color), for 10 cycles only .The resulted PCR product 
was used as a template (109mer) for further amplifications, (10pmol/10cycles) with 
singly added reverse primer and overlapping forward primer . Aliquots of the PCR 
products were withdrawn, after every ten cycles of PCR and separated on an agarose 
gel. Lane M, Molecular weight marker;  Lane 1, PCR product of first 10 cycles 
[115mer (312-420)reverse and 361-400For primer], Lane 2, PCR product of next 10 
cycles (340-378 For and 115mer reverse primers), Lane 3, PCR product of next 10 
cycles (321-348For and 115mer reverse primer), Lane 4, PCR product of next 10 
cycles (OPW1-115mer reverse), Lane 5, PCR products of next 10 cycles (OPW2-
115mer reverse),Lane6, PCR products of next 10 cycles(OPW3-115mer reverse),Lane 
7, PCR products of next 10 cycles(OPW4-115mer reverse), Lane 8,PCR products of 
next cycles(OPW5-115mer reverse), Lane 9,PCR products of next 10cycles(OPW6-
115mer reverse), Lane 10,PCR products of next 10 cycles (OPW7-115mer reverse), 
Lane 11,PCR products of next 10 cycles (OPW8-115mer reverse), Lane 12,PCR 
products of next 10 cycles (OPW9-115mer reverse), Lane 13,PCR products of next 10 
cycles (OPW10-115mer reverse), Lane 14,PCR products of next 10 cycles(OPW11-
115mer reverse) , Lane M, molecular weight Marker. 
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